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ChineseABC,a Chinese-learning app designed to help users learn to
speak Chinese like a native,delivers powerful learning tools,with
contextualized-video lesson.

FUZHOU, FUJIAN, CHINA, November 26, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- ChineseABC, a 5-star-rated language-
learning app available for iOS devices and featuring a
complete, detailed explained Pinyin section to help beginners
overcome pronunciation difficulties with Mandarin Chinese. 

“We designed an App that would help anyone interested in
learning Mandarin Chinese to quickly get a firm grounding and
feel comfortable communicating with native Chinese
speakers,” explained Dr. Allie Xie, co-founder and course
designer. Ms. Xie is also a Teaching Chinese as a Foreign
Language Ph.D. holder. “We developed our comprehensive
Pinyin section, for that purpose. We also utilize contextualized
videos to really engage users and help them build familiarity
not only with word sounds but also with Chinese language
symbols.”

ChineseABC incorporates quite a few interesting innovations. It
includes the Scientific Forgetting Curve to help ensure better
memorization and accuracy. In addition, users are able to
create custom learning plans unique to their needs, level of
Chinese fluency, and learning pace. This creates a step-by-step
process that takes beginners from knowing no Chinese to
complete fluency simply and easily.

The app's design team recently added an additional interactive element to help further increase
user engagement. All users can now leave comments and suggestions, or as questions, right
under the video playing. All posts are answered by native Chinese speakers, further exposing
users to the Chinese language, but also providing them with a role in helping to develop future
functionality and features within the app.

Users can download the app from the Apple App Store for free. To learn more about
ChineseABC, Dr. Xie, or the app’s development team, visit https://www.ChineseABC.net.   

About ChineseABC: ChineseABC is a powerful, flexible new language-learning app developed by
Dr. Allie Xie to help beginners learn and master Chinese. Dr. Xie holds a Ph.D. in Linguistics and
Applied Linguistics and has taught Chinese as a second language for ten years. 
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